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Non-uniform heating in structures under fire involves the appearance of 3D-phenomena and typically requires
the use of complex models built with finite elements shell or solid. Although different procedures have been
developed to model the complex thermo-mechanical phenomenon, there is no simple, accurate, and low-cost
computational methodology involving the space–time variation of the temperature and displacement fields
that opens the path advancing more easily towards modeling more complex structural problems in a fire situ
ation. To overcome this knowledge-gap, this paper presents a new methodology that fulfills those conditions,
making it possible to carry out more complex analyses that require many simulations in a short time and at low
computational costs. The new methodology to obtain the thermo-mechanical response to non-uniform heating
and mechanical loads is general, simple, accurate, and avoids using complex and high-cost finite elements,
simplifying the structural modeling, and reducing the computational analysis cost. As a result, complex structural
fire engineering problems such as probabilistic and optimization analysis can be handled much more easily,
representing a significant step toward the generalized application of performance-based approaches to deal with
fire effects on structures. The procedure uses simple but advanced Timoshenko’s beam-type finite elements and
represents the non-uniform temperature space–time field through a mean value of the temperature and the two
mean values of the section thermal gradients which are variable in time during the fire. The methodology is
satisfactorily validated with results (experimental and numerical) of the Cardington frame test and captures 3Dphenomena such as buckling, flexural–torsional buckling, and warping.

1. Introduction
Steel frames define the skeleton of many residential, commercial,
industrial, and office buildings. In fact, according to data from the
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, in early 2020, 67% of the
world’s 100 tallest buildings used steel or steel–concrete composite
structural systems [1]. Fire is one of the main hazards that can affect
steel and composite constructions and was responsible, e.g., for the
collapse of the World Trade Center Twin Towers after they were hit by
airplanes [2–4].
This vulnerability of steel and composite buildings vis-à-vis fire
hazards has motivated the development of methodologies to predict
structures response to fire. These methodologies typically have three
components: a fire model that represents the effects of fire in the envi
ronment of the structure, a thermal model that predicts the temperatures

in the structural members, and a mechanical model that gives the
response of the structure caused by mechanical and thermal stresses. For
the fire model, there are two design strategies. The most common fire
design strategy is the prescriptive approach where a nominal fire curve
represents the fire (e.g., the ISO 834 fire curve), and the structure is
requested to resist the effects of this fire curve for a code-specified time.
More advanced is the use of a performance-based approach, where an
effort is made to represent the physical fire features. To do so, fire
models of different complexity are available (e.g., parametric fires,
localized fires, zone models, or computational fluid dynamics -CFDmodels). More realistic models, such as localized fires or CFD [5–8], do
not uniformly heat the structure and, therefore, impose non-uniform
temperature and heat flux fields that should be properly included in
the models. Besides, when a performance-based approach is used, the
analysis can include a single member, a part of the structure [9], or the
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entire structure, the latter two cases requiring the use of advanced
calculation models [10]. These models can be built using the beam, shell
[11], or solid finite elements [12], being beam elements especially
appealing because of their much easier modeling and lower computa
tional cost, which results in savings in modeling times, CPU-times,
memory, and storage demands. However, the use of beam elements to
model the response of structures to realistic fires is very challenging due
to, among other reasons, the problems to adequately reproduce phe
nomena such as web buckling and the difficulty to properly discretize
the temperature in the cross-section of the elements when longitudinal
and/or transversal thermal gradients are present. These gradients
appear, e.g., when the temperature fields around the structure are not
uniform as it is the case for bridges [10,13,14] and perimeter columns
[15], and/or when the steel members are joined to or protected by
concrete elements [16].
Achieving a good approximation of the non-uniform temperature in
the beam section is justified insofar as the accurate calculation of ma
terial properties, non-linear stress–strain relationships, and thermal
strains depend on a good approximation of the temperature in the beam
section. Therefore, the structure’s response is more realistic, as long as
the temperature field in the beam cross-section is as well modeled as
possible. A common approach to represent non-uniform temperature
fields, i.e., thermal gradients, within the cross-section of a structural
element is the use of multiplier values applied to the parts of the crosssection (e.g., the web and the two flanges). These multipliers are
calculated as temperature factors from a pattern-curve, which, in some
cases, is the gas compartment temperature [17] and, in others, it is the
curve of the temperatures of one of the section parts [18]. As a result, the
patterns of the temperature evolution are the same in the entire section.
Additionally, it is also common to assume a uniform temperature by
parts (i.e., web and two flanges), or, e.g., a linear temperature variation
with distance from the top/bottom face of the cross-section (linear
interpolation along the vertical axis of the cross-section).
Several authors have taken all or part of these approaches to use
beam elements from several software packages such as Ansys, Abaqus,
LS-Dyna, Vulcan, and Safir to model structures under fire. Burges and
Alexandrou used Vulcan software to apply different factorized temper
atures to each part of an I-profile section steel beam in fire based on the
gas temperature curve [19–21]. Santiago et al. built a structural 2Dmodel of the Cardington framework fire test using Abaqus and Safir
beam elements and applied a linear temperature variation constant
through time within the vertical direction of the section steel members
[18,22]. To do so, they first calculated the temperature time-history at a
representative part of the cross-section with a 2D-heat transfer analysis,
which then is scaled to obtain the time-history at other representative
parts. Kumar et al. applied a linear temperature variation in the vertical
direction of the I-profile section steel members of a framework tested in
fire using Ansys beam elements [23]. To do so, they first built a thermal
model of the entire framework using shell elements to know the tem
peratures at specific framework cross-sections; then, they determined
the average temperature in those sections and in the two flanges to
calculate between these three values a linear vertical variation of the
temperature of each section that they later applied to the beam elements
of a structural model. Therefore, section temperature distributions based
on multipliers and pattern-curves have been used but have several dis
advantages because they depend on a very good definition of the mul
tipliers that remain constant throughout the fire and only consider the
temperature variations in the web direction. They cannot represent the
changes produced in the heating/cooling speed of the section points in
the presence of isolation elements. In addition, these approaches that
have involved section heat transfer analysis have only used temperature
results and have ignored the importance of thermal gradients respon
sible for temperature changes in both directions of the section. More
over, the disadvantage of entire member heat transfer analyses using
shell or solid elements is they are very robust and involve unnecessary
modeling effort compared to the information that can be processed from

them when structural models are built with beam elements. On the other
hand, the heat transfer analyses only of the sections with plane elements
allow a good detail of the section thermal phenomenon characteristics.
They are also easier to model and collect adequate and enough infor
mation on the thermal phenomenon of each section.
More advanced is the LS-Dyna software beam element approach,
based on the formulation of a degenerated solid element where the
temperatures at the integration points are interpolated from the tem
perature–time and natural coordinates of points temperature are
applied. Rackauskaite et al. used LS-Dyna to build a 2D-model of the
Cardington framework. These authors directly applied the temper
ature–time curves at the three points where the experiment temperature
was measured [24]. The LS-Dyna beam element has two drawbacks.
First of all, it uses a very specific formulation that cannot be used in
other software. Secondly, LS-Dyna is an explicit analysis software, i.e., it
uses explicit dynamics algorithms in which very small-time steps are
required to maintain the calculations numerical stability. By contrast,
fire phenomena in structures before collapsing do not take place in
microseconds or seconds (as it happens, e.g., in impacts, explosions,
collisions, and even earthquakes) but last minutes and, in some cases,
even hours. Therefore, fire modeling in structures with explicit tech
niques requires many time steps that must be calculated one by one
sequentially in time, i.e., the parallelism of computing can only be used
for the subdivision of spatial domains.
Within this context, this paper proposes a simple new general sys
tematic methodology to model steel structures behavior under fire in
non-uniform temperature conditions (i.e., under longitudinal and/or
transversal thermal gradients). This methodology uses beam elements
that incorporate the two spatially and temporally variable thermal
gradients of the section from the thermal model and, therefore, repro
duce the time-dependent thermal and mechanical structural response.
Triangle-shape plane elements with quadratic approximation in the 2Dthermal model and seven-degree Timoshenko’s beam elements in the
2D/3D mechanical models are used. This methodology is validated with
the full-scale experimental measurements carried out in Cardington
published in [25,26], and the 2D-numerical simulations carried out by
Franssen et al. and Santiago et al. [18,22,27]. The document is structured
as follows: Section 2 describes the Cardington test used to validate the
proposed methodology; Section 3 presents details of both the proposed
methodology and the model of the Cardington framework used for
validation purposes; Section 4 presents an in-depth analysis of the
temperature and thermal gradient results of the heat transfer models of
the Cardington framework; Section 5 presents the results of the me
chanical framework models which are validated with the measured
displacements, and the 2D-numerical simulations of the framework
carried out by Santiago et al. [18,22]. Section 5 also presents a detailed
analysis of the results of a Cardington framework 3D-mechanical model,
including flexural-torsion effects, 3D-displacement fields, and plastic
deformations. Finally, in Section 6, the main conclusions of the research
are drawn.
2. Cardington fire test
The experiment to validate the methodology to approximate the ef
fects of non-uniform heating in the section and evaluating the influence
of thermal expansion, lateral restraint, and the effects of 3D-modeling,
was conducted by Latham et al. [25] on a loaded steel 2D-framework
located inside a compartment built in Cardington for fire testing
(Fig. 1). The beam of the framework is a 4.550 m length UB 406x178x54
profile. This profile was bolted to two columns materialized with a UC
203x203x52-profile of 3.530 m in height. The columns were filled with
autoclaved aerated concrete blocks between the flanges to protect the
web from fire, and a concrete slab was used on the beam to provide
thermal insulation. A specially designed subsidiary framework avoided
lateral and swaying instabilities. Loads were applied to columns and at
four points along the beam through hydraulic jacks and remained
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- The bi-laminate effect analysis caused by the section internal thermal
gradients when the members are not heated uniformly around the
perimeter.
- The calculation of the temperature variation factors throughout the
beam.
- The inclusion of a Timoshenko’s 3D-beam element with the ability
to: i) including cross-section warping, ii) adequately reproduce the
3D-field of displacements when the element is subjected to nonuniform temperatures, iii) the deformability of the cross-section
(Poisson effect), and iv) correctly model the mechanical 3D-response
of the steel framework.
- The inclusion of thermal deformations and self-weight loads in the
mechanical analysis to consider additional bending deformations
into the framework response.
- Column’s mid-height deflection and top-end extension calculation at
the pseudo-mesh nodes of the beam finite element section, and dis
playing these results at the nodes of the beam element outer face (in
extruded view).
- The following calculations on the members of the 3D framework
(extruded view): i) the displacement of the column perpendicular to
the plane of the framework, ii) the applied 3D temperature field, iii)
the plastic deformation components produced by mechanical and
thermal loads, iv) the flexural–torsional buckling of the column and,
v) the warping, the bimoment, and the bicurvature.
- The reduction of the time required to model and calculate 2D and 3D
structures under fire.

Fig. 1. Cardington framework.

constant in the fire test. The test lasted 30 min, and maximum temper
atures above 750 ◦ C on the beam and above 606 ◦ C were observed on the
column.
3. Numerical modeling

4. Methodology description

Due to the symmetry, the only half framework was modeled, and one
spring was placed at the height of 3210.1 mm to represent the secondary
framework support. Cardington framework was modeled in 2D and 3D;
however, because the beam-finite element used for the modeling is 3D,
out-of-plane translation constraints were added to the framework nodes
to simplify that dimension in the 2D-model. Concrete elements in the
framework only fill an insulating role, so they only participate in the
thermal resistance but not in the structural response.
2D simulations of the Cardington experiment have been carried out
by Franssen et al. and Santiago et al. using the Ceficoss, Safir, and Abaqus
software [18,22,27]. However, the work presented in this paper in
troduces the following contributions:

In this research, the Cardington steel framework was modeled in
Ansys using 3D-beam structural elements. These finite elements only
have displacement-degrees of freedom and do not allow discretizing the
temperature in the cross-section. Consequently, the non-uniform and
time-varying temperature cannot be directly introduced into the beam
structural finite element cross-section. However, it allows specifying an
elemental uniform temperature and temperature gradients that vary
linearly both in the cross-section and in the element length. For that
reason, a methodology that approximates the non-uniform temperature
distribution in the section of a 3D-beam structural finite element (Fig. 2
(a)) through the following three time-varying components has been
proposed:

- The development of a simple methodology with beam elements to
determine adequately and rigorously, the response to fire of steel
frames subjected to non-uniform temperatures, spending less
modeling effort, and calculation time against more complex models
built with finite elements of a higher level of discretization such as
shells or solids.
- The use of Ansys for modeling heat transfer in the steel framework
member sections and the loaded framework nonlinear mechanical
modeling.
- The use of the complete thermal response of the analyzed crosssections to formulate the new methodology representing the nonuniform temperature field in the sections (variable in space and
time), based on the average values of the temperature and the
elementary thermal gradients.
- The detailed description through flowcharts of the procedures for: i)
the calculation of average temperature and thermal gradients, which
approximate the non-uniform temperature field within the structural
elements, ii) applying these components in the discrete 3D- finite
element beam sections, and iii) the nonlinear mechanical analysis of
the loaded framework.
- The representation of calculated temperature surfaces in the sections
and applied temperature approximation planes.
- The time-history results of temperature distribution and thermal
gradients in the sections of the analyzed framework sections.

a) A uniform temperature component equal to the average section
temperature, variable in time (Fig. 2(b)).
b) A temperature gradient component that varies linearly about the Yaxis: this component is equal to the section average horizontal
gradient, variable in time (Fig. 2(c)).
c) A temperature gradient component that varies linearly about the Zaxis: this component is equal to the section average vertical gradient,
variable in time (Fig. 2(d)).
The Y and Z-axes used to describe the direction of the gradients
match the 3D-beam structural finite element local directions (see Fig. 10
(a)).
In Fig. 2(a), the time-varying non-uniform temperature in the 3Dbeam finite element section is represented by three time-varying
average components (Fig. 2(a-c)). Thus, the temperature applied at a
point of the 3D-beam finite element section (for each time) can be
determined through the three time-varying components of the nonuniform temperature described. Since 3D-beam-type finite elements
are used, the average temperature component is applied at the centroid
so that the temperature applied at one point of the 3D-beam section can
be approximated by Eq. (1).
T(Y, Z, t) ≈ Tavg. (t) + TGyavg (t) × Y + TGzavg (t) × Z
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Fig. 2. Representation of the temperature profile components referred to a 3D-beam finite element local axes.

In Eq. (1), Tavg is the average section temperature applied at the
centroid, TGy and TGz are the positive or negative average horizontal
and vertical gradient values of the section, respectively, and Y, Z are the
coordinates (positive or negative) of the point, according to its position
concerning the origin of the reference system located at the centroid of
the section. In Eq. (1), lines of average gradients pass through the section
centroid so that average gradient components are null at the centroid,
and the temperature applied at the centroid is equal to the average
section temperature.
Non-uniform temperature components in Fig. 2(a-c) are determined
by carrying out thermal analyses of the framework sections. Thus, the
full methodology requires that the following procedures to be
performed:

dependent material properties. The elastic modulus, the steel stress–
strain behavior, and the thermal expansion also change as a function of
the steel temperature in space and time [28].
This simple methodology makes reasonable and natural use of
gradient results of the section’s thermal model to represent as closely as
possible the non-uniform time-varying temperature field that is applied
in the 3D-beam steel section when this type of finite element is used to
model the response of a structure in a fire situation. It is essential to
highlight that the present methodology, unlike others [17–23], uses all
available results of the heat transfer analysis in the section, i.e., all of the
elemental temperature and elemental thermal gradients results.
A summary of the methodology is presented in Fig. 3.
Details of the full methodology are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 13.
The methodology also includes the time-varying temperature in the
framework beam’s length, as Franssen recommended [27]. This longi
tudinal variation of the temperature in the framework’s beam is
approximated through reduction factors (fx) determined by a sinusoidal
function, which varies between 0.90 approx. (at the beam/column
connection, according to EN 1993-1-2 [29]) and 1.00 (at mid-span),
considering that the fire location is at the beam mid-span. Thus, the
reduction factors (fx) are calculated at the mid-point of each 3D-beam
finite element that discretizes the framework’s beam. Then, the factor
(fx) at the midpoint of each 3D-beam finite element is multiplied by the
average temperature component of the section (Tavg in Fig. 2(b)) to
include a variation of the temperature in length. Since the average
temperature component applied to the 3D-beam finite element section
varies in time, the temperature along the beam also varies in time.

1) 2D-thermal analysis of each framework mixed-section with plane
elements is done to obtain the thermal response, i.e., the timehistories of temperature and thermal gradients (horizontal and ver
tical) in all of the mesh’s finite elements.
2) The steel section results are separated to determine only the thermal
response in this material because concrete elements are not present
in the structural model.
3) Average temperature (Avg_Temp) and average thermal gradients
(Avg_Grad_YY and Avg_Grad_ZZ) of the steel-section are calculated at
each time to obtain the time-history results of each one. For calcu
lating these three time-varying average components (see Fig. 2), the
thermal gradient results in the steel section’s finite elements are
averaged in each direction at each time. Temperature results are also
averaged in the steel section’s finite elements to obtain a tempera
ture mean value of the steel-section at each time.
4) The framework’s structural model is built with 3D-beam finite ele
ments, where the time-varying non-uniform temperature applied in
the 3D-beam finite element section is represented by the three timevarying average components calculated from the section heat
transfer models previously done. In this approach, average temper
ature and average gradients in the section vary at each time during
the whole fire scenario.
5) Static geometrically and materially nonlinear analysis (GMNA) of the
framework is done to determines the framework’s fire resistance
time and the structural response to this failure time.

5. Heat transfer analysis of the framework sections
A complete heat transfer analysis was carried out with Ansys to
determine the heat transferred to the framework sections. The thermal
model includes conduction and convective-radioactive boundary con
ditions. The Cardington framework steel–concrete mixed-sections
(beam-slab and column-block) for the transient thermal modeling are
detailed in Fig. 4.
The specific heat (Ca), and thermal conductivity (λa) of steel with
temperature were determined according to EN 1993-1-2 [29]. The
convective heat transfer coefficient (αc = 25 W/m2K), the resulting
emissivity between the fire source and the steel (εres = 0.7), and the
radioactive shading effect on the outer flange of the column (ε = 0.3)
were taken from [22]. The density (ρa) of steel was assumed to be in
dependent of temperature with a constant value of 7850 kg/m3. Varia
tions of the specific heat (Cp) and thermal conductivity (λc) with the
temperature of the concrete slab were determined according to EN
1992-1-2 [30]. The convective heat transfer coefficient (αc) and the

In this new proposal, the variation of the two average gradient
components of the section in time makes the temperature applied to the
3D-beam element section be variable in the two directions of the section
at each time; i.e., a non-uniform temperature is defined in both di
rections of the section at each time of the fire scenario. This temperature
field varying spatially and temporally affects the temperature465
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section, attached to the 1200x150 mm concrete slab section and, ii) the
UC 203x203x52 steel column section attached to the aerated concrete
block sections on the flanges to provide thermal insulation. Direct
contact between the steel section and the concrete was assumed (as in
the Cardington test) in order to consider the heat transferred from the
steel section to the concrete. Concrete elements produce non-uniform
temperature distributions in the beam and column steel-sections.
The temperature of the environment (combustion gases) is the main
parameter that affects the heat exchange between the environment (the
fire) and the structure. The temperature of these environment combus
tion gases in the experiment was measured for 30 min. The evolution of
the gas temperature over time (natural fire curve) is shown in Fig. 5
[22].
Based on the thermal properties and the convection-radiation
boundary conditions, 2D-heat transfer models of the steel beamconcrete slab and steel column-concrete blocks sections have been
done in Ansys using PLANE35 elements. This finite element is a
quadratic triangle of six (6) nodes, with a degree of freedom (tempera
ture) per node, applicable to the transient state 2D-thermal analysis.
Convection and radiation are introduced as surface loads at the model
boundaries of each section.
The heat transfer analysis allows knowing the variation in space and
time of the temperature field and the thermal gradient field in the sec
tion. This variation in temperature and gradients is the starting point for
the methodology presented in this paper.
Fig. 6 shows the discretization of the beam-slab and column-block
sections with PLANE35 elements. These meshes do not require great
refinements since the finite element shape functions introduce a
quadratic approximation of the temperature. Unstructured meshes of

Fig. 3. Methodology summary.

resulting emissivity between the fire source and the concrete slab (εres)
were 25 W/m2K and 0.8, respectively. The density (ρc) of the concrete
slab was assumed to be independent of temperature with a constant
value of 2400 kg/m3. For the concrete blocks isolating the column, a
variation of thermal conductivity (λc) given by 0.20 + 0.0004θa was
considered, and the specific heat and density properties were assumed to
be constant values of 1050 J/kg-K and 677 kg/m3, respectively. Frans
sen et al. and Santiago et al. used these thermal properties of the concrete
blocks in the Cardington framework thermal simulations [18,22,27].
The discretization is carried out for: i) the UB 406x178x54 steel beam

Fig. 5. Natural fire curve.

Fig. 4. Mixed cross-sections dimensions.
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Fig. 6. Cross-sections discretization.

triangular-shaped elements are used because of the adaptability to the
section shape (fillet zones) and the good aspect ratio, so that very good
meshes are automatically generated. The number of elements ne in the
beam and column steel sections is shown in Fig. 6(a,b).
The beam and column steel-section temperatures obtained from the
thermal analysis are non-uniform due to the slab on the beam and the
concrete blocks in the column. The flowchart in Fig. 7 (a) details the
transient 2D-thermal analysis of the framework beam-slab and columnblocks sections subjected to non-uniform temperature fields.
The procedure starts with the input of the history-time curve of the
gas temperature, the mixed-section geometry data (Fig. 7(b,c)), the
temperature-dependent material properties, the Boltzman constant, the
convection-radiation data, the time step Δt, and the total simulation
time (ts). The mixed-section domain is discretized with PLANE-35 ele
ments, and the transient thermal analysis is solved with Ansys. Finally,
the full thermal response in the mixed-section is obtained at each time
step, i.e., the time-history results of the temperatures and the thermal
gradients (horizontal and vertical) in each of the finite elements of the
mixed-section mesh. The horizontal and vertical thermal gradients are
expressed with YY and ZZ, respectively, to relate them to the local di
rections of the structural beam finite element used in mechanical
modeling (see Fig. 10).
Since concrete elements in the framework only fill an insulating role,

only the thermal response in steel-section is considered at the end of the
heat transfer analysis. Therefore, finalized the thermal analysis of the
mixed-section in Fig. 7(a), the procedure continues at to calculate the
three time-varying average components described in Fig. 2, i.e., the
time-history results of the average temperature and thermal gradients
(horizontal and vertical) in steel-section. Before starting these calcula
tions, temperature and gradient results in the steel-section are selected.
The flowchart in Fig. 8 details the methodology by which the three
constituent components of the section temperature profile (in Fig. 2) are
obtained. For each instant (t), the procedure starts from the steel-section
elements thermal response obtained with the procedure detailed in
Fig. 7(a). The flowchart begins with the entry of the number of PLANE35
elements (ne) of the steel-section. To calculate the average temperature
and the two average gradients of the steel-section at each instant (t), a
cycle controlled by the counter (i) is performed, which counts the
number of elements (ne) of the steel-section (i = 1 to ne). In this cycle,
the elemental temperatures and gradients YY and ZZ obtained from the
transient thermal analysis are stored in the variables Temp(i), Grad_YY
(i), and Grad_ZZ(i), then, they are accumulated in the variables Sum_
Temp, Sum_Grad_YY and Sum_Grad_ZZ. Once the cycle is finished, the
average temperatures and gradients of the steel-section are calculated,
dividing each summation updated value by the number of elements (ne).
The values of the averages are stored in (Avg_Temp), (Avg_Grad_YY),

Fig. 7. Transient heat-transfer analysis flowchart of a mixed-section.
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very important in the mechanical analysis of the framework. Thus, the
non-uniform field of temperature developed in the framework members
sections by fire-action makes the material highly heterogeneous,
resulting in additional bending deformations that increase with
temperature.
In the Ansys structural analysis, geometric nonlinearity is activated
to introduce the formulations of large deformations and deflections
(GMNA). The convergence criteria for the solution of the nonlinear
equations systems of the Newton-Raphson methods are defined. As
concrete slabs and blocks only provide thermal insulation, they are not
modeled in the structural analysis. The Cardington experiment reported
that the joint remained intact and at lower temperatures than those
measured at the beam and columns during the test; thus, the beamcolumn joint is considered rigid. The mechanical behavior of the half
Cardington framework was modeled in 2D and 3D. Fig. 9 shows half of
the steel 2D-framework idealization considering the symmetry. In the
2D-model, XY-plane-frame restraints were included in all nodes; addi
tionally, the axial translation in the x-global axis and the rotation around
the z-global axis at the beam mid-span were restrained considering the
symmetry conditions; translations in the x-global and y-global directions
were also restrained at the column bottom-end. Since the beam-finite
element used for the modeling is 3D, translations in z-global direction
(out-of-plane) were restrained in all nodes in the 2D-model. A bilinear
spring with a nonlinear force-translation behavior was modeled at the
position shown in Fig. 9 to represent the secondary framework
constraint [27]. In 3D-model, XY-plane-frame restraints were released;
additionally, symmetry condition at the beam mid-span remained (that
means, only translation in the y-global direction was allowed). Also, fulltranslations and rotations about x,y-global directions were restrained at
the column bottom-end in the 3D-model.
The Timoshenko-3D BEAM189 element was used to model the beam
and column of the steel framework. This finite element is quadratic
(three nodes), with seven degrees of freedom at each node (3 trans
lations, 3 rotations about the x, y, z-global directions, and the warping
magnitude to represent the cross-section deformations due to high
temperatures (see Fig. 10 (a)). Each section of the BEAM189-finite
element is a predetermined set of nine node cells with four integration
points per cell (Fig. 10(b)). The number of cells influences the accuracy
of the geometric and material properties and the ability to model the
nonlinear stress–strain relationship in the element cross-section. The
calculations of the material inelastic behavior and the section temper
ature variation are performed at the section integration points. The
element supports uniform temperatures and thermal gradients that vary
linearly in both cross-section directions and throughout the element
[32]. BEAM189 has a great capacity for static and dynamic nonlinear
analysis, including geometric and material nonlinearity, suitable for
solving stability problems (buckling, post-buckling, and collapse). The

Fig. 8. Methodology for non-uniform temperature approach in a steel-section.

(Avg_Grad_ZZ) for each time (t). The process is repeated for each time (t
+ Δt) up to the total simulation time (ts). In the end, the complete
tabulations of the three history-time curves of average temperature,
average YY gradient, and average ZZ gradient are obtained. The pro
cedure is applied for each steel-section of the structural member
considered. In the present case study, the number of sections analyzed is
two, the beam steel-section, and the column steel-section. In the flow
chart in Fig. 8, the number of PLANE35 elements in the beam steelsection is ne = 244 and ne = 278 for the column steel-section.
6. Structural analysis of the framework
Since concrete only plays an insulating role in the framework, it only
participates in the thermal resistance and not in the structural response;
Therefore, the mechanical properties of concrete are not considered,
only those of steel.
The real stress–strain ratio (σ-ε) of steel at high temperatures and the
reduction factors ky,θ, kp,θ and kE,θ given by the EN 1993-1-2 standard,
were used [29]. The yield stress of 408 MPa, the elastic modulus of 210
GPa, and the constant Poisson ratio of 0.3 were taken from [22]. The
Creep effect on the deformation of steel was considered implicit in the
material model. The Ansys model multi-lineal isotropic hardening with
temperature dependence was used, which can adequately represent the
stress–strain relationships of steel with temperature (based on Dounas
and Golrand described in [31]). Variations of thermal expansion (α) of
steel with temperature were also determined according to EN 1993-1-2
[29].
The thermal deformations introduced with thermal expansion (α) are

Fig. 9. Idealized Cardington framework.
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Fig. 10. BEAM189 definition and pseudo-mesh [32].

Timoshenko theory of the BEAM189 element assumes a shear-state in
the cross-section (not present in Euler-Bernoulli theory). This assump
tion better approximates the cross-section deformation in deep beams
considering the great relevance of shear effects in beams of heteroge
neous material such as this case study [33]. As BEAM-189 is a threedimensional finite element, some results can be calculated into the
section’s pseudo-mesh nodes, allowing for some post-processing results
and extruded view. Results querying in extruded view are based on the
post-processing query strings that interact with the database of the
calculation results in the pseudo-mesh nodes of the section. This 3DBEAM189 computing power allows the implementation of the pro
posed methodology.
Fig. 10(a,b) show the geometry, the nodes, the coordinate system
(local and global), and the cross-section of the BEAM189-finite element.
The meshing of the steel-beam and column cross-sections and the
framework discretization with BEAM189 elements are shown in Fig. 11
(a,b). Half of the beam in Fig. 11(c) was discretized with five elements
(ne = 5), and the column was discretized with ten elements (ne = 10).
Mechanical loads shown in Fig. 9 are applied at environment tem
perature and remain constant during the fire. The non-uniform tem
perature in the steel-section is applied through the three time-varying
components previously obtained from the procedure in Fig. 8. Besides, a
linear variation of temperature in the beam length is considered. The
longitudinal variation of the temperature in the beam is included
through reduction factors (fx) determined by a sinusoidal function that
varies between 0.90 (at the beam/column connection) and 1.00 (at midspan), considering that the fire location is at the beam mid-span [27,29].
Based on the discretization of the half beam (see Fig. 11(c)), the
reduction factors (fx) calculated at the mid-point of each BEAM189element are shown in Table 1. Fig. 12 shows the approximation of the
longitudinal temperature variation in half beam discretized with the five
BEAM189 elements (ne = 5).
The factor (fx) at the midpoint of each BEAM189-element is

Table 1
Temperature variation factors along the beam.
Relative distance
Connection→

Midspan→

0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

Length (mm)

Angle (x) (rad)

fx = sin(x)

0
237.85
713.55
1189.25
1664.95
2140.65
2387.50

1.120
1.165
1.255
1.345
1.435
1.526
1.571

0.900
0.919
0.951
0.975
0.991
0.999
1.000

Fig. 12. Longitudinal temperature variation in half beam.

multiplied by the average component of temperature (Tavg in Fig. 2(b))
to include the beam temperature longitudinal variation, as shown in
Fig. 12. As the average temperature component applied to the BEAM189
section varies in time, the temperature in beam length also varies in
time.
The structural analysis under fire can be approached using a static
pseudo-time scheme or a dynamic real-time scheme, including a quasistatic time integration method. In this methodology, a static pseudotime scheme is used because the aim is to find the structure’s fire
resistance time and the structural response to this failure time, so a static
analysis is enough for this purpose. However, the methodology can be
used in explicit or implicit dynamic analysis introducing the appropriate
command sequences. Fig. 13(a) shows the mechanical analysis flow
chart, in which the average temperature and average thermal gradients
results of the steel-section at each time obtained from the procedure
illustrated in Fig. 8 are applied in the BEAM189-section. Therefore, this
approach can consider the different heterogeneous material behaviors
produced by temperature changes in the section in time. This method
ology can approximate the non-uniform temperature field in beam-type
elements and is useful for rigorously analyzing steel frames under fire,

Fig. 11. Sections pseudo-meshing and BEAM189-framework discretization.
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saving modeling and calculation times.
In the mechanical analysis in Fig. 13 (a): i) the structural members
are the beams and columns; ii) each structural member has a single
section (the member is prismatic over the entire length); iii) the geo
metric and material properties are assigned to each section, the section
is assigned to each member, and loads are assigned to each BEAM189finite element that discretizes the member; iv) all BEAM189-finite ele
ments have a single section; v) the members are grouped by section, and

the elements are grouped by member. In this way of working, as in
object-oriented programming, heritages are transferred among objects,
in this case, among sections, members, and elements.
The analysis is defined through loops controlled by next control
variables: the pseudo-time (t), the number of sections counter (i), the
counter of the members’ number with the same section (j) and, the
counter of elements number of each member grouped by section (k). The
limits of these control variables are respectively: the pseudo total

Fig. 13. Mechanical analysis flowchart.
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simulation time (ts), the number of sections (ns), the number of members
(nm(i)) in the same section (i), and the number of BEAM189-elements
(ne(j,i)) that discrete the member (j) with section (i). The number of
sections (ns) controls the entire process since the section carries the
nonlinearity of the material and the three components time-histories
that approximate the non-uniform temperature field. In general, nm(i)
is a size vector (ns), and ne(j,i) is a matrix dimensioned from the largest
number of members with the same section and the number of sections
(>nm(i),ns).
In this case study, there are two sections (ns = 2) -Section 1 corre
sponding to the beam and Section 2 corresponding to the column-, so the
loop controlled by the counter (i) goes from 1 to 2 (i = 1,2). The number
of members with Section 1 (beam cross-section) is nm(1) = 1, and the
number of members with Section 2 (column cross-section) is nm(2) = 1,
so the highest number of members with the same section is 1, and the
cycle controlled by the counter (j) goes from 1 to 1 (j = 1 to 1) for each
section run. Therefore, the largest number of members with the same
section is 1 (>nm(i) = 1). The number of elements in Member 1 (beam)
with Section 1 is ne(1,1) = 5 and the number of elements in Member 2
(column) with Section 2 is ne(1,2) = 10. The application of the pro
cedure in the analyzed framework is detailed in Fig. 13(b), the relations
between the variables are shown in Fig. 13(c), and the matrix forms of
the variables nm(i) and ne(j,i) are presented in Fig. 13(d).
E.g., in an entire Cardington framework model (3 members: 1 beam
and 2 columns; 2 sections: Section 1 for the beam, Section 2 for the
columns), the number of members with Section 1 is nm(1) = 1, and the
number of members with Section 2 is nm(2) = 2, so the largest number of
members with the same type of section is 2, and they have the section
named Section 2. The counter (j) for Section 1 goes from 1 to 1 (j = 1 to
1), and for Section 2 the counter (j) goes from 1 to 2 (j = 1 to 2). The
number of elements in the member with Section 1 is ne(1,1) = 10
(beam), the number of elements in the first member having Section 2 is
ne(1,2) = 10 (column 1), and the number of elements in the second
member having Section 2 is ne(2,2) = 10 (column 2). Fig. 14(a-c)
illustrate the handling of the variables, the vector nm(i), and the matrix
ne(j,i), respectively, when analyzing the entire framework.
The analysis procedure in Fig. 13(a) starts with the next entries: the
number of sections in the structure (ns), the definition of the pseudo time
step (Δt), and the total pseudo-time of the simulation (ts). The term
pseudo-time refers to the static analysis incremental control that solves
geometrical and material nonlinearity without the inertial effects of the
dynamic schemes controlled by the real-time parameter [34].
The sub-process (1) starts with the section data entries through a
loop controlled by the section’s counter (i). In this loop (i = 1 to ns), for
each section, geometrical data (wf1,wf2,hw,tf1,tf2,tw, shown in Fig. 13(e)),
the temperature-dependent material mechanical properties, and the
number of members nm(i) with the same section (i) are entered. Then,
through another loop (j = 1 to nm(i)), each member (j) in section (i) is
assigned: the member length L(j), the number of BEAM189-finite

elements ne(j,i) that discrete the member, the section dimensions, the
material properties, and the discretization are performed with BEAM189
elements. After assigning the boundary conditions to the model nodes
according to the analysis dimension (2D or 3D) and the symmetry
conditions, the sub-process (2) is started to assign the loads on the ele
ments through a loop controlled by the elements counter (k) of each
member (j) in section (i). In this loop (k = 1 to ne(j,i)), the three com
ponents that approximate the non-uniform temperature field and the
mechanical loads are assigned to each element (k). The reduction factor
fx(j,k) is applied to each element (k) to discretize the longitudinal
temperature variation. The uniform temperature component (Element
Temp(j,k)) is the average section temperature (Avg_Temp(i)) multiplied
by the factor fx(j,k), and the other two gradient components (Element
Grad YY(j,k)) and (Element Grad ZZ(j,k)) are the average section gra
dients (Avg_Grad_YY(i)) and (Avg_Grad_ZZ(i)) respectively. Once the
non-uniform temperature components have been applied, the uniform
load on each element (k) and the nodal loads are applied. The subprocess (2) is carried out for each pseudo time (t) through nested
loops controlled by the control variables (i), (j), and (k). Loops continue
while the loads are assigned in all of the elements, and the nonlinear
static analysis is performed for each pseudo-time step (Δt) up to the total
pseudo simulation time (ts). Finally, the time-history results of the nodes
displacements and the results in the elements are obtained.
7. Thermal results of sections
Thermal results are temperatures and thermal gradients in the beam
and column sections. In this case, the temperature is given by a field, T
(Y,Z,t), so at each point (Y,Z) in a section, the two-dimensional field of
the thermal gradient (TGy,TGz) shows the direction of temperature
rises. In contrast, the temperature gradient’s magnitude determines how
fast the temperature rises in that direction. The thermal gradient is
directed from lower to higher temperatures. The gradient vector module
is proportional to the temperature change per unit of length, ◦ C/mm (e.
g., large vectors of thermal gradient correspond to those areas where the
temperature changes quickly).
Figs. 15 and 16 show the temperature time-histories at three points
(two on the flanges and one on the centroid indicated by the numbers 1,
2, 3) for the beam and column steel-sections. The temperature results at
the three points obtained from the Ansys-heat transfer models
(described in Fig. 7) compare very well with those of Franssen et al. and
Santiago et al. done in Ceficoss, Safir, and Abaqus available in
[18,22,27]. The temperature curves in the beam section top flange point
and the column section web point are the lowest due to the concrete slab
thermal insulation effect in the beam and concrete blocks in the column.
Fig. 15 shows changes in the cooling speed at points 1 and 3 of the beam
section. After 25 min, the web cools faster than the top flange because
the gas surrounding the web cools faster than the concrete slab on the
beam top flange. The above shows that in the heating stage, the concrete
insulating elements reduce the heat transfer to the steel section, and in
the cooling stage, they reduce the heat dissipation speed in those places
of the section where steel and concrete are in contact. The outer flange in
the column has lower temperatures than the inner flange; therefore, the
shadow effect is verified. This non-uniform temperature behavior in
fluences the mechanical behavior of the framework.
Fig. 17(a) and 18(a) show temperature isocontours in sections
(including the concrete elements) at the end of the test (t = 30 min). In
Fig. 17(b) and 18(b), the temperature isocontours in the steel-sections
more clearly show the temperature variation in the two directions,
demonstrating the non-uniformity of the steel section temperature field.
There is an apparent symmetry in the horizontal distribution that is not
present in the vertical distribution. The web temperature profiles show
the thermal insulation due to concrete elements and the shadowing ef
fect on the column outer flange. Since the sections are not heated uni
formly around their perimeter, internal thermal gradients along the
local ZZ axis (Fig. 17(c) and 18(c)) are important. E.g., the concrete slab

Fig. 14. Handling of variables: case of the entire framework.
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creates non-uniform heating of the beam that causes the temperature
drop towards the slab (Fig. 17(c)), so an approximation of the temper
ature distribution in the beam section with a linear variation is adjusted.
However, the column section non-uniform heating created by the con
crete blocks causes the web to maintain lower temperatures than the
flanges and the temperature in the section increases from the center of
the web to the flanges. The shading effect on the outer face and the
exposure to the inner face fire establish two temperature variations in
the section, one that goes from the web center to the outer flange and
another that goes from the web center to the inner flange. Therefore, the
temperature distribution approximation in the column with a single
linear variation can influence the prediction of the column lateral
displacement; despite this, an approximation of the temperature distri
bution in the column section with a linear variation is acceptable (see
Fig. 25). Horizontally (local YY-axis), the temperature variations are
lower, so an approximation of linear variation in that direction is
justified.
In Fig. 17(c), the gradient sign on the entire web is negative; this
means that the temperature increases from top to bottom in the Z-axis’
negative direction as expected (see Fig. 17(b)). Similarly, in Fig. 18(c),
the gradient sign on the web is negative in the bottom-middle and
positive in the top-middle since the temperature increases from the
center to the web ends. That means the temperature increases in Z-axis’s
negative direction in the bottom-middle and Z-axis’s positive direction
in the top-middle, as expected (see Fig. 18(b)). In beam and column
sections, it can be seen: 1) the highest gradient values are at the ends of
the web (just at the fillet), where the temperature values change more
rapidly than other parts of the section, 2) in both flanges the gradient
slope changes because of the gradient intensity becomes decreasing.
Fig. 19 shows the horizontal and vertical thermal gradient iso
contours in the beam steel-section for three representative times (5, 15,
and 30 min). Fig. 20 shows the horizontal and vertical thermal gradient
isocontours in the column steel-section for three representative times (5,
20, and 30 min). The two gradients show an initial upward behavior.
The beam gradients grew up to about 15 min and in the column up to
about 20 min. Then, they begin to decrease until an almost uniform
distribution of temperatures exists towards the end of the test (t = 30
min).
Thermal gradients are element results and are located at the centroid
of each PLANE35-element. Figs. 19 and 20 isocontours are the smoothed
results of the sections’ thermal gradients in the indicated times. In these
results, small localized areas are observed (denoted by MN (minimum)
and MX (maximum)) where the gradients achieve relative values that
are high (positive or negative) and which indicate large temperature
changes in a small region of the section. These are shown, e.g., in Fig. 19
(e), where there are small zones where the vertical gradient ZZ in the
steel beam section achieves a minimum value MN of − 5.87 ◦ C/mm and a
maximum gradient MX of 1.34 ◦ C/mm. Also, in Fig. 20(b), there are
small horizontal gradient zones YY in the steel column section where the
MN gradient is − 2.65 ◦ C/mm, and the MX gradient is 2.64 ◦ C/mm.
Figs. 19 and 20 show simultaneous positive and negative gradient
values, which tend to balance out, resulting in almost zero positive or
negative values.
Meanwhile, Fig. 21(a-b) show the average thermal gradient histories
of the steel sections in the beam and the column, where most of the time,
the resulting gradient is negative, indicating that the temperature de
creases in the direction of the concrete slab in the beam and, the di
rection of the outer flange in the column due to the shading effect. In
Fig. 21(a-b), average thermal gradients are not constant in time, and
their behavior is different in the heating and cooling phases. Fig. 21(a)
shows that thermal gradients magnitude increases and decreases in the
heating and cooling stage, respectively, i.e., gradients magnitude in
creases from start fire up to 15 min in the beam section and 17 min in the
column section; then, gradients magnitude decreases until the end of the
fire. Hence, knowing the gradients’ behavior in the whole fire scenario is
important mainly for the subsequent three-dimensional analysis of post-

Fig. 15. Temperature at three points on the beam steel-section.

Fig. 16. Temperature at three points on the column steel-section.
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Fig. 17. Temperature isocontours and ZZ-thermal gradient in the beam section at t = 30 min.

buckling or collapse, which can occur in the cooling phase [35].
In Fig. 21(a), the average ZZ gradient values (in the web) of the beam
section are higher due to the asymmetry of the section in the vertical
direction: 〈concrete
steel 〉, while the low average gradient values YY are due to
the section symmetry in the horizontal direction: 〈steel|steel〉 on the
concrete
bottom flange, and 〈concrete
steel | steel 〉 on the upper flange. The average ZZ
gradient values (in the web) of the column section are lower than those
of the beam because of the concrete blocks between the flanges that
protect the web from the high fire temperatures.
In Fig. 21(b), the horizontal average gradient values YY in both
sections show a more uniform behavior. They are lower than the vertical
ones, with the maximum horizontal average gradient value being oneseventh of the absolute maximum vertical average gradient value in
the beam and half in the column. Although the horizontal average
gradient values YY are similar in both sections, it takes only 5 min for the
beam to get the maximum value. In comparison, the column takes 15
min to get the same value. In both sections, the values of horizontal
average gradient YY are lower than those of vertical average gradient
ZZ; however, it was confirmed that horizontal gradients are indispens
able in approximating the section non-uniform temperature distribu
tion. Not including them creates problems of non-convergence of the
solution. In Fig. 21(a), the vertical gradient peaks ZZ in the beam and
column sections are presented at t = 15 and t = 17 min, respectively. It
can be seen that when the gradient is maximum, inflection points occur
in the deflection curves of the beam and column where the deflection
rate increases (see Fig. 24). This drop in the average values of the ZZ
gradients is due to two considerations: i) the drop in the gas temperature
in the compartment from t = 15 min (see Fig. 5) and ii) the decrease in
the steel thermal conductivity with the temperature.
Fig. 22(a,b) show for the three points on the flanges and the web

centroid of the beam and column sections (indicated by numbers 1, 2,
and 3) the temperature histories calculated in the thermal model against
temperature histories applied in the structural model using the proposed
methodology. Temperatures applied at these points (for each time) are
approximated by Eq. (1). According to this equation, the average section
temperature is applied at the centroid where gradients are null, so that,
at the centroid, the temperature applied is the average section temper
ature. Fig. 22(a,b) show the average temperature histories Tavg(t) at the
centroid of the beam and column sections used in the methodology for
the approximation of non-uniform section temperature. Although these
average temperatures are applied at the centroid, the Tavg(t) curve is not
compared with the calculated temperature curve at the centroid in the
thermal model because they have different meanings. I.e., the average
section temperature applied at the centroid represents the uniform
temperature component used to approximate the temperature applied at
one point of the section in the structural model, which no-match the
centroid temperature calculated in the thermal model. Besides, the
temperature time-history curves calculated in the thermal model and
those applied in the structural model (at the two points of the flanges) do
not match; that is because the applied temperature field using the
average temperature and the two average gradients of the section are
approximations that balance the over and under errors in the section
domain at each time step.
By approximating the non-uniform temperature distribution in the
section (which is a curved surface in space) through an average oblique
plane, points of temperature above and below the plane (major overheated in some cases and major under-heated in others) are located
that balance the result in each time step. Fig. 23 shows this situation for
a time t = 15 min in the beam section and for a time t = 20 min in the
column section. In these two figures, the temperature curved surfaces
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Fig. 18. Temperature isocontours and ZZ-thermal gradient in the column section at t = 30 min.

Fig. 19. Isocontours of YY-horizontal gradient and ZZ-vertical gradient in the I-profile section of the steel beam, in ◦ C/m.
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Fig. 20. Isocontours of YY-horizontal gradient and ZZ-vertical gradient in the I-profile section of the steel column, in ◦ C/m.

Fig. 21. Average transversal gradient time-histories in the steel sections of the beam and column.

Fig. 22. Time-histories of average temperatures calculated and applied at three points in the sections.
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Fig. 23. Calculated temperature surfaces and applied approximate temperature planes.

from the thermal model calculations and the average temperature
planes used in the methodology to approximate the non-uniform tem
perature in the structural model sections are represented. On the sur
faces, the isocontours indicate the temperature values, and the surface
slopes represent the thermal gradients.
E.g., in the beam section (Fig. 23(a)), the high slope of the temper
ature surface at the web reproduces the high vertical gradient value in
the Z-direction. In contrast, the low slopes at the flanges denote the low
horizontal gradient values in the Y direction. In the column section
(Fig. 23(b)), high slopes are observed over the flanges and the web that
mean high values of the horizontal and vertical gradient in the Y and Z
directions, being larger the gradients in the web. This situation is veri
fied by the gradient distributions in Fig. 19(b,e) on the beam and 20(b,e)
on the column. On the other hand, the result of the approach-plane cut in
the temperature surface explains the temperature balance. Above
means, in the centroid of the section, the plane height is equal to the
average section temperature, and the slope of this plane in each direc
tion (Y and Z) coincides with the values of the average gradients (hor
izontal and vertical) of the section. E.g., in the beam section (Fig. 23(a)),
the Z-direction slope approaching-plane is higher than the Y-direction
slope. In the column section (Fig. 23(b)), the slopes of the temperature
approaching plane in the two directions (Y and Z) are more similar to
each other because of the section symmetry. The highest average
gradient values are in the Z-direction and the lowest in the Y-direction.
The temperature surfaces are useful insofar as they allow the influence
of boundary conditions on the section to become evident. E.g., when
comparing Fig. 23(a,b), it is observed that the influence of the radio
active shadow on the steel thermal gradient (in the column) is less than
the concrete boundary condition effect (in the beam).

- A springless 3D-model for evaluating the influence of the subsidiary
framework lateral resistance on the three-dimensional fire response
of the framework.
The validation of the proposed methodology is carried out based on
the following results of: (a) the Cardington test, which are included in
the Latham et al. report [25,26], and (b) the 2D-numerical simulations of
the experiment carried out by Santiago et al. [22]:
-

Maximum deflection in midspan beam.
Lateral displacement at column mid-height.
Column end extension.
Fire resistance time.

Lateral displacement at column mid-height and column end exten
sion are both new analyses that make it possible to validate the proposed
methodology and take advantage of the 3D-modeling capabilities using
3D-beam finite elements.
Fig. 24 (a) compares the experimental beam mid-span deflections
with those obtained by Santiago et al. [18,22] and the three mechanical
models proposed. It is observed that all models make a good prediction.
Safir results match those of the Ansys-3D models up to about the 16th
minute. The 2D-model, on the other hand, is closer to results given by
Ceficoss and Abaqus. Fig. 24(b) compares only the lateral (central)
displacements at half the column height obtained with the different
programs. All deflection predictions are in the centroid. It can be seen
again that the results obtained with all of the models are similar.
Fig. 25 compares the lateral displacement at column mid-height
measured by the extensometer (located about a quarter of the outer
flange width: ¼wf) with those obtained from the Ansys-3D models.
Deflection predictions are obtained outside the centroid at the exten
someter position located on the column’s outer face.
It is observed that, in the first 16 min, the calculated deflections are
higher than measured, probably because the approximation of linear
variation of the temperature in the section does not completely represent
the bi-laminate effect. This effect is the curvature produced by
expanding the heated inner face when the section perimeter tempera
ture is not uniform. The bi-laminate effect in the column, in turn, pro
duces a balancing of internal forces by the temperature that makes the
deflections in the column laterally smaller, as observed in the mea
surements of the experiment. However, it is essential to note that from
17 min (the same time of the average vertical gradient peak ZZ, see
Fig. 21(a)) and until the final failure time, the prediction of lateral
displacement of the column is very close to the experiment (in the

8. Framework’s mechanical results
In this work, three different mechanical models have been done to
validate and verify the proposed methodology:
- A 2D model with the spring shown in Fig. 9, whose calibration allows
representing the bending of the beam-column assembly properly.
This 2D model was done to verify the 2D simulations of the experi
ment carried out by Santiago et al. available in [22].
- A 3D model with the same spring as the 2D model mentioned above.
This model is necessary to check 3D effects such as section warping
and flexural–torsional buckling that can appear in frames at elevated
temperatures and cannot be captured with 2D models.
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Fig. 24. Deflection comparison of the framework members (centroidal results).

cooling zone, see Fig. 5).
Fig. 26(a,b) show the lateral displacements at mid-height of the
column at three points located on the outer face in the Ansys-3D models
at t = 20 min. The 39.43 mm model prediction without spring (in the
extensometer position, indicated in red color) compares very well with
the 41.6 mm reported in the experiment. If the spring is included, the
prediction slightly increases to 41.3 mm, closer to the experiment value.
These non-centroidal results are calculated into the pseudo-mesh nodes
of the BEAM189 element section. Results querying in the nodes of the
finite element outer face (in extruded view) are possible by interaction
with the results’ database in the pseudo-mesh nodes of the section.
Table 2
Time of fire resistance (Rf).

Fig. 25. Lateral displacement - column mid-height, (¼wf).

Numerical model

Rf

Ratio (Num./Exp.)

Ceficoss
Safir
Abaqus
Ansys-2D (Spring)
Ansys-3D (Spring)
Ansys-3D (No Spring)

19 12 ’
20′ 04′ ’
19′ 51′ ’
21′ 00′′
20′ 44′ ’
20′ 28′ ’
′

′

Fig. 26. Lateral displacement on outer face (wf/4) - column mid-height (t = 20 min), in extruded view.
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0.93
0.97
0.96
1.02
0.97
0.99
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Table 2 shows the fire resistance time according to the simulations
carried out by Santiago et al. [18,22] and by the authors with the new
methodology implemented in Ansys. The results are compared with the
fire resistance time of 20′ 36′′ reported in the test. It is observed that the
Ansys-3D (No Spring) model gives the best prediction, although the
results are similar for all the structural models.
Finally, Table 3 shows the CPU time for the three models built in
Ansys using parallel distributed memory-MPI calculation in 6 physical
cores on a Dell Mobile Workstation 7530/64 bits, Intel Xeon Processor2.71 GHz, and Ram-32 GB. Despite the high nonlinearities present, the
results show that CPU times are low in the three models (less than 1
min).
From the analysis carried out, the capacity of the three models
developed in Ansys with the strategy presented in this paper to correctly
predict the response of the framework with a low computational cost is
concluded. Considering that the two framework 3D-models’ deflections
predictions are practically the same, the following results focus on
analyzing the Ansys-3D (No Spring) model results as it is the model that
includes 3D-phenomena that better approximates the failure time and
has the smallest CPU cost.
Fig. 27 shows the vertical deflection predictions at two points in the
middle and corner top end of the outer flange (column end extension).
The test report exactly no-specified the extensometer position, so it was
assumed from the photographic evidence it was the midpoint. Both
predictions show similar behavior to that measured in the experiment.
The 20.68 mm calculated in the middle flange at t = 20 min is closer to
the 20.6 mm measured in the experiment. At the outer end of the flange,
the calculated value is 22.04 mm. The differences between the measured
and simulated values depend on the experimental measurement point
location as the section is rotated.
A detail of the extruded column end is shown in Fig. 28. The colors of
the vertical displacement isocontours (t = 20.47 min) at the end of the
column indicate the section rotation (differential displacements at all of
the section points are not constant). This situation affects the measure
ment of vertical deflection.
Fig. 29 shows the lateral column deflections (UZ) perpendicular to
the plane of the framework. Deflections are calculated at the mid-height
and the top end of the column. Initially, the values are small, and as time
goes by, when the material weakens by fire, sectional warping and
buckling appear, which can compromise the column stability. Some
oscillations and startles are observed in small fractions of time at the
final times, allowing some instability to be inferred. The UZ values in the
mid-height of the column are positive, and those at the top-end are
negative, indicating inflections.
Fig. 30 shows the applied temperature distribution to the frame (t =
20.47 min) using the non-uniform temperature approximation in the
sections and the temperature reduction factors in the beam length. The
different colors indicate the different temperature values in the sections
and along the beam. With these temperature loads properly applied in
space and time through the proposed methodology, mechanical results
are obtained reasonably adjusted to the structural response measured in
the laboratory (see Figs. 24 to 27). The applied temperature values (806
◦
C in the beam and 605 ◦ C in the column) are in accordance with the
maximum temperatures calculated in Figs. 15 and 16.
Fig. 31(a) shows the 3D deformation of the frame. A buckling is
identified in the column of greater intensity towards the end t of the test.
In the front view (Fig. 31(b)), a flexural–torsional buckling is also
observed in the column, which can only be seen when the complete

Fig. 27. Column end extension in two points (t = 20.47 min).

Fig. 28. UY-displacements in the column end (t = 20.47 min), in
extruded view.

Fig. 29. Normal column displacement (t = 20.47 min).

framework response is modeled in 3D. The structural response shows
that the non-uniform temperature field in sections and elements affects
the structure displacement field in all of the three dimensions.
Fig. 32 shows the three-dimensional displacement field presented in
the framework by the simultaneous action of applied loads, the de
formations due to non-uniform temperatures, and buckling phenomena
due to high temperatures. The following reasons can cause the latter: i)

Table 3
Calculation time for Ansys models.
Numerical model

CPU Time (sec)

Ansys-2D (Spring)
Ansys-3D (Spring)
Ansys-3D (No Spring)

27.000
40.625
32.938
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Approximately 50% of the framework plastic deformation is produced
by mechanical loads and the other 50% by temperature loads. Conse
quently, temperature deformations are significant for calculating the
framework deformation field and studying its mechanical behavior.
Results of warping, bicurvature and bimoment are important insofar
as they allow inferring the presence of possible flexural–torsional
buckling in places where large changes in the angle of torsion occur,
suggesting zones of local instability in the members of the structure.
Fig. 34 shows the warping behavior in the frame (t = 20.47 min). This
effect is relevant as the open sections of the framework decrease the
torsional stiffness with increasing temperature. Fig. 34(a) shows warp
ing due to high temperatures, mainly in the column, verified with the
bicurvatures and bimoments shown in Fig. 34(b,c), respectively. The
influence of warping in the simulation is more remarkable in the column
than the beam because there was no restriction to warping (since there
were no point loads along the column). For stability considerations,
warping had to be restricted towards the beam midspan (due to the
applied loads), precisely where the beam distortions were significant,
according to the experiment. Solvers with greater capacity to overcome
the convergence problems caused by the instability resulting from the
high fire nonlinearity are necessary to get better results from the beam
warping.
The torsional rotation results, warping, bicurvature, and bimoment
are related to each other and make sense when analyzed together. I.e.,
since warping is the first derivative of torsional rotation, the zerowarping point is where the maximum torsion occurs (in the column, it
is between the positive and negative warping points). This condition is
verified in the middle zone of the column when Fig. 32(e) and 34(a) are
compared. Similarly, being the bicurvature, the first derivative of the
warping and the bimoment a function of the bicurvature, the two points
of maximum and minimum value of warping present in the column
(Fig. 34(a)) match the points of zero bicurvature shown in Fig. 34(b).
The bicurvature is significant at the column middle and upper zones
where the lateral bending is registered (see Fig. 31). The column posi
tively twists in the middle of the column and negatively at the end.
Bicurvature signs indicate changes in the direction of twisting along the
column. The almost constant values of bimoment in the central zone of
the column in Fig. 34(c) just in the region where the bicurvature is
maximum (between the positive and negative warping) suggest that in
this region, the rotated sections no longer present large relative changes
of position or shape between them.

Fig. 30. Non-uniform temperature applied (t = 20.47) min), in extruded view.

the weakening of the material, ii) imperfections or second-order phe
nomena (instability because of large deformations which appear due to
considerable differences between deformed and non-deformed shape)
and, iii) the coupling of the displacements because of heterogeneity
created in the material by the internal thermal gradients (under the fire
action, each cross-section becomes composed of a large number of
different materials due to the different mechanical features which occur
at each temperature, at each time and each point of the section [36]). In
Fig. 32(a-f), it can be seen that all the degrees of freedom vary within the
section of the elements, confirming that the displacement field is 3D.
The different column rotations in the three global directions, x, y, z,
demonstrates a biaxial stress state. In this case study, two bending planes
are generated (produced by moments, buckling, flexural-torsion buck
ling, warping, and temperature), which cannot be considered when the
frame is modeled for a 2D-displacement field.
Important displacements originated in the framework by the steel
ductility and the thermal expansion cause a steel plasticization by the
heat. Fig. 33(a,b) show the Von Mises plastic deformations produced by
the action of mechanical loads and temperature loads (t = 20.47 min),
respectively. It can be seen that the order of magnitude of the plastic
deformations produced by mechanical loads and those created by tem
perature loads in the final fire resistance time is very similar.

Fig. 31. Flexural-torsional buckling (t = 20.47 min), in extruded view.
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Fig. 32. 3D-displacement field isocontours (t = 20.47 min), in extruded view.

9. Conclusions

average value of the temperature and the section thermal gradients. The
methodology has been validated with results of the behavior (dis
placements) of the Cardington framework and the 2D numerical simu
lations of the Cardington experiment carried out by Franssen et al. and
Santiago et al. [18,22,27]. The following conclusions can be drawn:

This paper proposes a new methodology to represent the effects of
non-uniform heating in structures subjected to fire action. The proced
ure is based on using beam-type finite elements with the Timoshenko
formulation and the temperature field representation through an
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Fig. 33. Von Mises plastic deformations in the framework (t = 20.47 min), in extruded view.

Fig. 34. Flexural-torsion effects in the framework (t = 20.47 min).
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- In a fire situation, the insulating elements in the frame members (the
slab on the beam and the blocks between the columns) accentuate
the thermal gradients, causing the steel (being a homogeneous ma
terial at environment temperature) to behave like a highly hetero
geneous material. The fire makes the sections behave as if they were
composed of several materials due to the temperature dependency of
steel mechanical properties. This heterogeneity -asymmetricalcaused by the temperature field -asymmetrical- in the section, orig
inates from a coupling between the axial and bending effects.
Therefore, an axial force produces a curvature, and a bending
moment induces elongation of the members that affect the dis
placements field of the 3D-framework, favoring the appearance of
displacements, rotations, and additional shearing effects, buckling
and warping. These considerations justify Timoshenko’s theory of
the BEAM189 element in modeling the analyzed frame members.
The above concludes that a good approximation of the mechanical
structure response is determined by the type of beam element used to
build the models.
- The proposed methodology is general, systematic, and enables the
correct representation of a non-uniform and time-varying tempera
ture field in the structure. These are significant advantages over
other used strategies that represent the non-uniform temperature
distributions from pre-established and constant relationships
throughout the fire (e.g., the included in [17–20,22]).
- The methodology for determining the temperature field, including
the variation of gradients in time, allows for 3D-structural analyses
adapted to the 3D-nature of fire and the existence of non-uniform
temperature fields in real structures.
- The non-uniform temperature field in the 3D- beam section calcu
lated from the simulation results of the section heat transfer over the
entire fire scenario makes it possible that structural effects in the
cooling phase can also be modeled. Although in this Cardington
framework experiment, only deflections were measured up to the fire
resistance time (when the first failure occurs), it can be seen that
from about 17 to 21 min, the framework structural effects in the
cooling phase (of the gas) are being considered, e.g., buckling evi
dence in the column.
- The proposed methodology with 3D-beam elements correctly pre
dicts the 3D-field of displacements and 3D-effects that appear in
structures under the action of fire (buckling, flexural-torsion buck
ling, warping, and coupling). Therefore, the methodology avoids
using more complex finite elements (shell or solid), simplifying the
structural modeling, and reducing its cost (modeling time, memory,
storage, and computer calculation time). All of this allows tackling
nonlinear phenomena present in structures subjected to fire action
easily. It means that the proposed methodology represents a signif
icant step forward towards the generalized application of
performance-based approaches to deal with the effects of fire on
structures. By doing so, this methodology also opens the path for a
wider application of probabilistic models to complex structures
under fire.
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